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ABSTRACT

MAGNETOSHEATH PLASMA AT 60 Re
by
Martha Ann Fenner

The Apollo 12 Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment on
the surface of the moon observes magnetosheath plasma as the
moon passes out of the earth's magnetosphere.

The first six

months of SIDE data in the sheath were analyzed for this
thesis.
A composite display of the energies and magnitudes of
fluxes was presented for each magnetosheath crossing.

Inter¬

esting features of the sheath were labeled on the composite
display and later illustrated by individual energy spectra.
For the magnetically disturbed month of July, 1970, a third
type of display presented all of the energy spectra plotted
vertically versus time.
The observed features of the sheath include:
1. High energy peaks (~lkev to 3kev) associated with
the boundaries and with disturbances in the sheath
2. A sharp transition between two intensity levels,
suggesting a sudden exit from a high density region
or a sudden change in flow direction
3. Two types of magnetopause crossings
4. Hydromagnetic waves or turbulence near the boundar¬
ies
5. A strong correlation between sheath data and geo¬
magnetic activity.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As the earth moves in space it confronts a tenuous
interplanetary gas flowing out from the sun.

This extension

of the sun's atmosphere, known as the solar wind, interacts
with the planet earth and its extended magnetic field.

In

the region of space where the magnetic field pressure of the
earth's dipole field and the particle pressure of the solar
wind are equivalent a boundary separates the terrestrial
environment from the interplanetary environment, and thus
confines the earth's magnetic field in the region of the
magnetosphere.

The magnetosphere appears as an obstacle to

the supersonic flow of the solar wind.

Therefore a shock

front is formed upstream of the magnetopause known as the
earth's bow shock wave.

The solar plasma is slowed down at

this shock front and deviated around the earth's magneto¬
sphere.

The transition region of deviated solar wind between

the bow shock and the magnetopause is known as the magneto¬
sheath.
In this thesis the present knowledge concerning each of
these phenomena will be discussed in detail.

The magneto¬

sheath plasma observations of the Suprathermal Ion Detector
Experiment (SIDE) of Rice University, placed on the Moon by
the Apollo 12 astronauts will be presented in light of the
current understanding of the interaction region.

Perhaps

the most important contributions of the SIDE to the wealth
of satellite data available are its high-time resolution
observations out at 60 Re and its slow passage through a
magnetically disturbed magnetosheath.

The latter is very

important in studying the terrestrial environment since it
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offers a key to understanding how interplanetary disturb¬
ances are transmitted to the earth's surface.

Finally,

suggestions will be made for further study of the earth's
encounter with its surroundings from the vantage of the lunar
surface.

A. MAGNETOSHEATH
The gross features of the plasma transition region are
adequately described by the Spreiter and Alksne (1969) theory
considering the gas-dynamic treatment of flow around an obsta¬
cle.

However, this theory is not complete because it does not

consider the ionized state of the gas and subsequent magneto¬
hydrodynamic processes.

A thorough understanding of the

sheath requires a study in plasma physics of the hydromagnetic
waves and instabilities present in the plasma.

Even the bal¬

ance of energy across boundaries is not complete without such
a consideration (Asseo and Berthomieu, 1970).
The simple gas-dynamic treatment considers the work the
plasma does as it flows past the magnetosphere.

The change

in the internal energy of the plasma is reflected by the
decrease in temperature and the increase in velocity as it
flows to greater distances behind the earth.

Basic flow

parameter ratios calculated from the theory are shown in
figure 2 as contours of velocity, density and temperature in
the sheath.

At a position 60° downstream from the dawn-dusk

meridian the flow has been observed (Hundhausen, et al.,
1970a) to be supersonic again in the sheath, although the vel¬
ocity is less than that of the incident solar wind.

Further

downstream, the density inside the shock becomes less than
the pre-shock density.
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In the past decade considerable knowledge of the over¬
all structure of the magnetosheath has been obtained from
various satellite experiments (Wolfe and McKibbin, 1968?
Ogilvie, et al., 1968; Neugebauer, 1970; Howe, 1970; and
many others).

A summary of typical megnetosheath traversals

as recorded by Pioneer 6 (Wolfe and McKibbin, 1968) is given
in figure 3.

The general trend of the velocity and density

to increase going outward across the sheath from the magneto¬
pause to the bow shock is apparent.

Also, the temperature

will generally decrease across the sheath, as predicted in
the gas-dynamic theory.

This description is based on data

points which are averages for approximately 50 minute time
segments.

Such gross time scales completely disregard the

rapid magnetosheath fluctuations which occur in only seconds
(Neugebauer, 1970).

These fluctuations in amplitude and vel¬

ocity which are superposed on the basic flow pattern are
for the most part generated in the bow shock or amplified
from solar wind density and velocity variations by the bow
shock.

Either of these events in the bow shock is a result

of magnetohydrodynamic processes, which will be discussed in
the bow shock section.

Thus, the microstructure of the mag¬

netosheath, characterized by a length of several kilometers
or a time of several minutes, must be explained by plasma
physics, whereas the gross structure has already been explain¬
ed successfully by the gas-dynamic theory.
From the satellite particle data (e.g. figure 4) the mag¬
netosheath may be characterized by its plasma energy spectra
which are quite distinct from that of the solar wind in the
following ways:
1. The peak energy or velocity is somewhat lower than
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in the solar wind.
2. The temperature is increased, i.e. the spectrum is
wider or random motion has increased with respect to
the bulk flow.
3. The proton peak is so wide in energy that no He++
peak is distinguishable.

(Assuming the same velocity

for H

would appear at twice the pro¬

and He

then He

ton energy.)
4. The spectrum is non-Maxwellian because of an enhance¬
ment of high energy particles, which may be either a
high energy tail over all energies or a secondary peak
at high energies.
The first three features are direct consequences of the
randomization and thermalization of particles by the shock
front.

The last involves the ability of the shock front to

accelerate particles.

These shock-generated high energy

particles constitute 10% of the total particle density (Howe,
1970).

They move in the direction of the bulk sheath flow

except near the shock when they are observed at the incident
solar wind angle.

A rapidly fluctuating high energy peak is

perhaps the result of wave-particle coupling in the shock
(Montgomery et al., 1970).
Magnetometer data available from satellites establish
the range of the magnetosheath field from ~13y to ~20y across
the sheath from the bow shock to the magnetopause (Wolfe,
1968).

The Spreiter and Alksne (1969) theoretical configura¬

tion for various angles of the interplanetary field is shown
in figure 5.

Certainly the particle and field data must be

compared closely in order to understand the magnetohydro¬
dynamic interactions of particles and fields in the sheath.
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B. MAGNETOPAUSE
The magnetopause, a pressure balance boundary, is able
to confine the geomagnetic field in the magnetosphere because
of the high conductivity of the solar wind.

However this

boundary is not in a stationary state of equilibrium.

Ions

are able to penetrate this boundary deeper than electrons.
The current from this effect allows instabilities in the mag¬
netopause (Parker, 1969).

Magnetically, the magnetopause is

assumed to be a tangential discontinuity (i.e. the field on
one side of the boundary is exactly opposite the field on
the other side and there is no normal component of the field
at the boundary)

(Cassen, 1970).

Also there is a change in

the fluctuation level of the field across the boundary.

Var¬

iations in the solar wind have been observed to cause 15 30 minute periodicities in the magnetopause motion (Freeman
et al., 1967).

Its position in space is some indication of

geomagnetic and solar conditions.

A distant magnetopause

always indicates quiet magnetic conditions, but a close-in
magnetopause may indicate either quiet or disturbed conditions.
It is symmetric with respect to the geomagnetic field, but
not with respect to the solar wind angle.

However, the bow

shock is symmetric with respect to the solar wind motion at
a 4° aberation angle (Fairfield, 1970).

Consequently in the

dawn-dusk meridian the sheath is 50% wider on the dusk side
than on the dawn side.

At the lunar distance the magneto¬

pause varies from 30 to 1000 km in thickness and shows
considerable oscillations at a speed in excess of 1 km/sec
(Mihalov et al., 1970).
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C. BOW SHOCK
The velocity of the solar wind plasma is much greater
than the Alfv^n velocity, consequently no Alfv^n waves may
propagate upstream to provide information of the presence of
the earth's magnetic field.
namic shock is formed 3 to 4

Consequently, a magnetohydrody¬
upstream of the magnetopause

at the subsolar point in order to stand off the solar wind.
This shock is analogous to a gas-dynamic shock that stands
out from a blunt body receiving supersonic gas flow.

The

shock mechanism for slowing down a gas is usually collisions.
However, in plasmas, instabilities may provide the randomiza¬
tion, which is seen as an increase in temperature and decrease
in bulk flow velocity.

The temperature jump across the shock

is 2 to 4 times greater for ions than for electrons (Montgom¬
ery et al., 1970).

The shock front itself is several 10's of

kilometers thick and has a waving motion with an average vel¬
ocity of approximately 8 to 10 km/sec (Montgomery et al., 1970)
However, the entire area of the shock interaction is divided
into four regions (Montgomery et al., 1970):
1. Precursor region (100-600 km)
The ion velocity is reduced by 10% and high energy tail
appears.
2. Region of electron thermalization (150-600 m)
A hot, flat-topped electron distribution is formed.
3. Region of ion thermalization (5-40 km)
This region is coincident with the magnetic field pulse
and a density spike and is magnetically defined as the
shock wave itself.
4. Region of downstream fluctuations
Secondary peaks persist in a turbulent region of varying
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thickness.
Neugebauer (1970) explains the precursor region as an incom¬
plete Chapman-Ferraro sheath.

The deceleration is caused by

a charge separation electric field and heating may or may not
be present.
There are two predominate theories for the shock inter¬
action;

1) two-stream instability (Tidman, 1967), and

2) hydromagnetic instabilities (Kennel and Sagdeev, 1967).
In either case Alfven waves can be transmitted through the
boundary (McKenzie, 1969).

Amplification of these waves by

the shock is responsible for much of the turbulence in the
sheath (Asseo and Berthomieu, 1970).

An interplanetary shock

may be transmitted across the boundary maintaining the var¬
iations in the solar wind density, velocity, and temperature.
The bow shock can respond to such a shock and set up a steadystate equilibrium in a matter of minutes (Spreiter and Alksne,
1968).

D. SOLAR WIND
It is important to consider here a few properties of the
incident solar wind, the signature of which may be transmitted
across the bow shock.

A table of spacecraft measurements of

normal solar wind properties is given in table 1.

The solar

wind has a 27 day recurrence pattern associated with the
solar cycle (Neugebauer and Snyder, 1966).

High velocity

streams (~750 km/sec) coming from long-lived solar active
regions interrupt the quiet solar wind (~320 km/sec).

Within

the solar rotation cycle there is a sector structure which
involves a definite pattern of plasma properties (Neugebauer
and Snyder, 1966) as well as magnetic field reversals (Ness
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and Wilcox, 1967).

So far, these patterns have not been

detected in the post-shock solar wind or in the magnetosphere.
It is the author's opinion that it is probably not possible
to detect such corresponding patterns in geomagnetic activity
since they are probably comparable to the sheath fluctuations
produced by the wave-particle interactions in the shock, and
thus would be masked by these fluctuations upon crossing the
sheath.
However, instead of studying temporal patterns a general
study has been made to compare solar wind conditions with
the extent of geomagnetic activity.

Recently, experimenters

have confirmed a direct correlation of the following solar
wind properties with an increase in the geomagnetic activity
index K (reviewed by Hundhausen, 1970b):
P
1) Increase in solar wind speed (Ballif et al., 1969)
2) Increase in the magnitude of the interplanetary field
(Shatten and Wilcox, 1967)
3) Fluctuations in the interplanetary field (Rostoker
and FSlthammer, 1967)
4) Increase in the southward component of the interplane¬
tary field (Shatten and Wilcox, 1967)
The K

index has two major limitations in studying the solar

wind interaction problem.

First, the maximum time resolution

is 3 hours and a resolution of at least a few seconds is
desired.

Also the

index does not distinguish between

types of geomagnetic events, but only gives an average value
for the level of geomagnetic activity.
Although the K

index has provided a useful correlation

with solar wind conditions it is very important to study spe¬
cific solar wind events and their influence on the magneto-
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sphere and its transition region.

One type of anomaly in

solar wind flow is related to a solar flare.

Material eject¬

ed from the flare travels with a shock front preceding it.
Hirshberg et al.

(1970) suggests that a tangential discontin¬

uity follows the shock by approximately 8 hours separating
the anfoient swept-up plasma from the ejected driver gas.

The

observed properties of such a shock are: 1) a sudden increase
in flow speed, 2) an increase in both number density and tem¬
perature, and 3) a change in the flow direction by ~30°
(Hundhausen, 1970c).

Many flares are followed by disturbed

geomagnetic conditions, allowing 1 to 2 1/2 days delay time.
Flare-related shocks passing earth at ~500 km/sec can be re¬
sponsible for magnetic storms.

Presently, experimenters have

observed only two properties of the interaction of flarerelated shocks with the transition region:
1. The compression of the boundaries as a result of
increased solar wind flux (Ogilvie et al., 1968)
2. Rapid oscillations in the boundaries
It is also presumed that the sheath may be filled with
waves and instabilities during these times.

(Wolfe and

McKibbin, 1968).

E. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The interaction of an interplanetary shock with the
bow shock, which eventually results in a storm in the earth's
magnetosphere is the topic for this research.

Plasma data

are available from the magnetosheath during such an inter¬
action.

Also five magnetosheath crossings during periods of

quiet solar wind are available prior to this event.
will be used to study the quiet magnetosheath.

These

A detailed
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study of magnetically disturbed plasma conditions will con¬
tribute to the understanding of the quiet sheath and its
mechanisms.

Also such observations can be used to study the

method by which an interplanetary shock reaches the magneto¬
sphere.
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II.

EXPERIMENT

The Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) was
placed on the moon Novermber 19, 1969, by the Apollo XII
astronauts as a part of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments
Package (ALSEP).

The SIDE measures charged particles in the

lunar ionosphere both from lunar and from solar origins.

It

consists of two detectors: The total ion detector (TID) and
the mass analyzer (MA).
The TID is a curved plate analyzer with a channel-elec¬
tron multiplier and a post-acceleration voltage of 3.5 kv as
the collection device (figure 6).

The curved plate voltage

allows only charged particles of a certain energy per unit
charge to reach the detector.

Sweeping this voltage through

20 steps produces an energy-per-unit-charge spectrum of the
particles in a 24 second period.

For this to be a valid spec¬

trum , we must assume that the incident spectrum does not
change in that period.

Otherwise it is a time history of

energy information.

Each energy step accepts a band of

energies from +5% to

-5%

1).

of its nominal energy (see Appendix

The central energies in electron volts of the steps are:

3500, 3250, 3000, 2750, 2500, 2250, 2000, 1750, 1500, 1250,
1000, 750, 500, 250, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10.
The MA is also a curved plate analyzer, but it is pre¬
ceded by a crossed electric and magnetic field (Wien) veloc¬
ity filter (figure 6).

The selection of both the velocity

and the energy per unit charge of particles arriving at the
collector is a mass-per-unit charge selection.

By sweeping

the voltage of the velocity filter parallel plates in twenty
steps, a mass-per-unit-charge spectrum is obtained over a
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range of 10 to 1500 AMU.

This spectrum is taken for each of

six curved plate voltages corresponding to the following energy
steps: 48.6ev, 16.2ev, 5.4ev, 1.8ev, 0.6ev.
The accumulation interval for each TID energy step or
MA velocity step is 1.13 seconds.

However, the operational

step length of the instrument which includes data accumulation
and data telemetry is 1.208 seconds or one SIDE frame.

At the

end of each MA cycle (120 frames) or six TID energy spectra,
there is a calibration sequence of eight frames.

Two of these

are background measurements, or channeltron readings, with no
voltage on the curved plates.

In this data analysis the back¬

ground readings before and after a SIDE cycle are averaged
and subtracted from the data in that cycle to give the net
counting rate due to incident particles.

The counting rates
are converted to fluxes by a geometric factor of 1 x 10 -4cm2 ster
with efficiency included.
Only the TID data will be used in this study of the geo¬
magnetic environment, i.e. the magnetotail and magnetosheath
at 60 R^, for two reasons: (1) the magnetospheric and solar
wind particle energies are greater than the maximum of the MA
energy range (48.6ev), and (2) the predominant masses (i.e.
H+ and He++) are less than the MA minimum of 10 AMU/q.
A special feature of the SIDE is a wire ground screen in
contact with the lunar surface, which is connected through a
stepped voltage supply to a grid above the entrance apertures
of the package.

This voltage is stepped every SIDE cycle

(2.58 minutes) in 24 steps over a range of ±28 volts.

Its

purpose is to counteract the effects of the lunar surface
potential, allowing ambient ions to enter the instrument and
to accelerate thermal ions to be measured by the SIDE.

How-
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ever, it will have little or no effect on the high energy
solar wind ions considered here.
The TID has a field of view which is effectively a square
solid angle 6° on a side.

The look direction is fixed at 15°

west of the local lunar vertical.

The angle was determined

to within 5° by use of a bubble level on the instrument.

Since

the ALSEP is located at 23.4° W longitude and 3.2° S latitude,
the SIDE look direction is 38.4° west of earth and approximate¬
ly parallel to the ecliptic (< ±8° in longitude) by lunar
librations.

Figure 7 shows the look direction of the SIDE

at various locations in the lunar cycle.

In the outbound

magnetosheath, it looks in the expected flow direction of the
plasma.

This is the region to be discussed in this thesis.

For further discussion of the instrument, see Freeman,
Balsiger and Hills, 1971.
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III.

MAGNETOSHEATH CHARACTERISTICS

During the passage of the moon through the magnetotail
and magnetosheath, the SIDE operates on a reduced duty cycle.
The instrument is affected by the high temperatures of the
lunar day and cannot be allowed to heat up with the high
voltages on.

Also, the lifetime of the channeltron is such

that complete coverage of the high magnetosheath fluxes would
not be possible for the two year expected lifetime of the
instrument.

Consequently, a cycling schedule of approximately

two hours of full operation out of every 12 hours was estab¬
lished for the magnetosheath viewing.

Figure 8 shows these

periods of operation in the sheath for the first six months
of cycling as locations plotted in the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinate system.

The X axis is the earth-sun

line, and Y axis is perpendicular to the earth's magnetic
pole (see Russell, 1971).

This system is perhaps the best

for a description of the gross properties of the sheath,
especially since the tail tends to be symmetric in this sys¬
tem rather than in the solar ecliptic system.
Periods during which the SIDE saw no magnetosheath
fluxes are labeled Q in figure 8.

It is usually assumed that

these quiet (Q) periods indicate that the SIDE is outside the
magnetosheath.

The angular configuration is such that the flow

direction of the solar wind inside the sheath is at least 20°
away from that of the free solar wind outside the sheath.

Since

the detector look direction is nearly alligned to the flow
direction inside the sheath at the bow shock front, it is too
far away from the flow direction outside the sheath to detect
(with its narrow 6° cone of acceptance) the free flowing solar
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wind.

A similar argument can be used at the magnetopause

boundary, but the major consideration there is the sharp
decrease in particle density inside the boundary, such that
it is usually below the sensitivity level of the instrument.
As a rough estimate, then, the absence of fluxes in the detec¬
tor will be used to indicate that the detector is outside the
sheath.

This is complicated somewhat by the sudden changes

in flow direction inside the sheath causing the brief disap¬
pearance of fluxes in the detector.
Because the magnetosheath is not being monitored full
time by the SIDE as it passes through at the moon's orbit,
only rough estimates of the boundary locations can be made.
Even for cases where bow shock crossings have been observed
during a SIDE look period, magnetosheath fluxes may be seen
to reappear a day later.

Consequently, the motion of the

boundaries, and the cycling schedule of the SIDE, prevent the
definition of the boundaries of the sheath.

However, the

location of the quiet (Q) periods does give some indication
of the general compression or expansion of the boundaries.
Figures 9, 11, 13, 15, 20, 23 show the first six months
of Apollo XII magnetosheath data.

These plots are a concise

presentation of a voluminous amount of cantankerous data,
with many details omitted.

Such a conception is invaluable

in considering the morphology of the sheath.

The method of

display of these figures is designed to give an overall con¬
cept of the sheath with few details.

The dark blocks show

the location of SIDE in Solar Ecliptic Longitude for each
data segment, but the display of counting rates is expanded
somewhat for readability.

The variation in counting rates is

indicated by the length of the lines which connect the maximum
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and minimum rates of a 12.75 minute period.

Large fluctuations

are present even on a 24 second time scale.

When multiple

peaks occur, counting rates are plotted only for the dominant
peak, which is the lowest energy peak in all cases except in
the fourth period in July where the dominant peak is approximately 2 kev.

The base line of the counting rates is 10

2

since

the daytime background of the instrument is near this value.
Dots on the base line indicate no spectra at all.

A blank

space during a data period for which energy peaks are plotted
indicates spectra below the base line in a quiet background
region.
The energy plotted is not a calculated average energy
but the most common peak energy found in a data period, i.e.
the energy at which the maximum rate is observed in at least
IQP/o of the spectra.

This value was determined rapidly by hand

in order to give a pictorial view of the data.

An individual

spectrum in one period (consisting of 30 spectra) may have a
peak as much as two energy channels on either side of the
peak energy plotted for that period.

The arrow lines indicate

the full width at 1/10 of the maximum intensity of the spectra.
The most common width of the 30 spectra is determined by hand
along with the peak to complete the pictorial description of
the data.

The value of this energy plot is in presenting a

general idea of the type spectra in each data segment.
Specific spectra, chosen to illustrate certain magneto¬
sheath characteristics, follow each monthly magnetosheath
crossing diagram just described.

They are differential energy

spectra calculated directly from the counting rates (see
Appendix 1).

The background counting rate observed during

the calibration cycle, i.e. the channeltron output with no
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voltage on the curved plates, is not subtracted from these
data but is indicated by a straight line in the figure.

As¬

suming a Poisson distribution for the background, a bar is
included in the figure to indicate one a of the measured back¬
ground.

Background rates gradually rise and fall with the sun

during a lunar day.

However, for each data segment an instru¬

mental effect is observed after turning the instrument on, i.e.
an abnormally high background decays in several minutes to the
more stable, temperature dependent value.

Consequently, a

background level was indicated for each spectrum.

The error

bar indicates which peaks may be significantly above background?
however, the error bars for the data points are not given here.
The error bars are within the width of the line connecting the
data points.

A sample spectrum with error bars is given in

figure 37.

A. BASIC MAGNETOSHEATH SPECTRA
The February magnetosheath crossing (figure 9) shows
relatively stable spectra in the first two data segments.

The

last three segments show multiple energy peaks and extreme
fluctuations at a very low average intensity level.

An example

of spectra selected from each of the types of data segments
is shown in figure 10.

Spectra A, B and C from data periods

A, B and C (figure 9) correspond to types 1, 2 and 3 (figure
8) respectively.

Spectra A and B are quite similar in struc¬

ture, but differ in peak energy and intensity.

The average

intensity increased by almost one order of magnitude over a
period of 24 hours between segments.

This gradual increase

in intensity is a variation due to the gradual rotation of
the look angle of the detector with respect to the direction
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of flow in the sheath (see figure 22 and related discussion).
The peak energy is slightly increased as well as the width
of the spectra.

Spectra A and B both resemble a Maxwellian

distribution, which is the basic stable magnetosheath spectrum.
All other sample spectra will be chosen to show important de¬
viations from this basic spectrum.

Spectra C illustrate the

type 3 disturbed spectra of multiple peaks and low intensity.

B. MULTIPLE PEAKED ENERGY SPECTRA
Small peaks at energies higher than the main peak super¬
imposed on the basic magnetosheath spectrum are a frequently
occuring feature of the sheath (Cl of figure 10).

In periods

of rapid variations in intensity, usually near boundary cros¬
sings, peaks of many energies appear and disappear in what
seems to be a kaleidoscope of spectra.

A sequence of six

consecutive spectra from such a period in February are shown
in figure 10 to give a concept of the time scale and structure
of such an event.

The term 'energy spectrum' is probably not

applicable to this data since the flux apparently changes on
a time scale < 24 seconds.

For cases of spectra similar to Cl

but which persist for some time, a study has been made of the
ratio of the energy of the secondary peak to that of the pri¬
mary peak and no constant was found.

The high energy peak

is definitely not Helium, since we would expect to find He++
at twice the energy of the main peak if it is at the same
velocity.

Not only is this peak not Helium, but in many cases

we could not distinguish a He++ peak if it were present.
+

spacing of the low energy channels is such that for H

The

at 250

ev, He++ would be in the adjacent channel at 500 ev and appear
as part of the basic spectrum.

However, for many cases an
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upper limit could be placed on the amount of Helium present,
since the flux at 2Eq, where EQ = main peak energy, is less
than one order of magnitude below the main peak.

In general

He++ is not observed in the sheath with this detector.
Regions of multiple-peaked energy spectra occur at the
magnetopause and at the bow shock, as well as during dramatic
changes in intensity.

Period C of figure 10 is an example of

such a region which occurs both at a large intensity fluctua¬
tion and near the bow shock.

The locations of multiple-peaked

spectra in the sheath are certainly not well-defined, but they
rarely occur throughout the entire sheath crossing.

The very

magnetically active month of April (figure 23 and figure 13)
is an important exception.
The appearance and disappearance of higher energies may
be highly dependent on the direction of flow with respect to
the narrow angle of acceptance of the detector.

Consequently,

the data may indicate the direction of these particles rather
than their presence or absence in the sheath.

C. TRANSITIONS
The March magnetosheath (figure 11) has many fluctuations
of more than one order of magnitude in one data period of
12.75 minutes, indicated by the very long lines.

Such rapid

fluctuations are quite common in the sheath and an example
was discussed in the February C spectra.

One new phenomenon

appears in March: a sudden change (or transition) from one
intensity level to another, where the new level remains over
at least an hour.
There are two types of transitions illustrated by spectra
from the data periods A and B (figure 11) plotted in figure 12.
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The first transition (A) shown in three successive spectra
is a steady increase in the intensity of the basic magneto¬
sheath spectrum with no other energy peaks occurring.

The

same enhanced flux (A3, figure 12) was present 11 hours later
(Bl, figure 12) and the second type of transiton (B) was
observed as the intense flux disappeared.

In a period of

approximately 96 seconds (B1-B5, figure 12), the dominant
250 ev sheath spectrum broke up into an unstable spectrum of
as many as five energy peaks varying rapidly.

A similar

transition was also observed in the sixth data segment in
April (figure 13).

The B transition, occurring between the

high intensity fluxes near the center of the sheath and the
low intensity fluxes near the region of the bow shock, is of
great importance in understanding magnetosheath structure.
One might attribute such a sudden change in intensity to a
change in the angle of flow with respect to the detector.
However, the transition, or discontinuity, as the case may be,
seems to be a permanent feature of the sheath.

Although it

is not observed during a SIDE look period each lunar cycle, a
discontinuity between successive periods of type 2 and type 3
spectra is suggested by the data.

The difference between the

intensity levels of type 2 and type 3 spectra is too great to
be accounted for by the gradual rotation of the detector direc¬
tion (figure 22 and related discussion).

D. EARLY SHEATH SPECTRA
Two types of entrances into the magnetosheath from the
tail have been observed (figure 11 and figure 13).

In March

(figure 11), very intense 250 ev basic sheath spectra appear
in < 20 seconds after two hours of extremely quiet data.

In
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April (figure 13) another type of entrance was observed: a
gradual onset of low energy (100 ev) spectra (figure 14).
The intensity as well as the energy of the spectra increased
over a period of several hours.

Figure 14 does not show the

growth and development but only the initial onset.
On several lunar cycles, scattered low energy peaks

(70-

100 ev) have been observed in the tail prior to the magneto¬
sheath.

These occur as much as a day or so before the sheath.

April is the only time these spectra are seen to develop into
the basic sheath spectra.

This is of particular importance

since April is the only magnetopause crossing during which
the magnetic fields were disturbed (figure 23).
Six consecutive spectra from data period A are shown in
figure 14.

The flat spectrum in Al indicates a constant back¬

ground counting rate of ~100 counts in all energy channels.
The 100 ev peak gradually appears by A5 and continues for sev¬
eral hours to increase in energy and intensity until a steady
spectrum of 10^ to 10^ counts at ~500 ev is reached (not shown).
Apparently the March and April data indicate two types of mag¬
netopause crossings, which will be discussed (Chapter V) in
the light of magnetometer studies of this boundary.

E. HIGH ENERGY TAIL
An established feature of the magnetosheath is an enhanced
high energy tail superimposed on the expected Maxwellian dis¬
tribution (see discussion p.4).

Figure 34 shows a plot from

Howe, 1970, which compares magnetosheath data to a bi-Maxwellian
fit of the data.

The data drastically departs from the func¬

tional curve at energies greater than 500 ev.

This part of the

observed spectrum is referred to as the enhanced high energy
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tail which contains 10% of the particle number density (Howe,
1970).

SIDE observations of this feature are studied in the

selected data periods: A, B and C of May (figure 15) and A
of June (figure 20).

Howe observes the high energy particles

to be generated in the bow shock wave and to flow at the free
flowing solar wind angle just inside the shock front before
they are deviated to flow in the laminar flow direction of the
thermalized solar wind inside the sheath.

This observation

suggests that the high energy shock-generated particles near
the shock front are independent of the deviated solar wind
and the situation may be treated as a two-component plasma.
The SIDE data confirms the independence of the high energy
particles with respect to the deviated solar wind particles.
In Al (figure 16) of May, a secondary peak appears at 1750 ev
during a period of very high fluxes and rapid variations.

A

change in the energy of the main peak from 250 ev to 500 ev
in spectra A2 shows that the 1750 ev peak remains unchanged.
Likewise, a change in the intensity of the main peak may not
effect the high energy peak, as illustrated by spectra Bl and
B2 (figure 16).

The main peak of spectrum Bl appears to be a

chopped version of that of B2, while the high energy portions
of the two spectra remain almost identical.
It is important to relate high energy peaks and the high
energy tail to the same phenomenon.

Spectra Cl and C2 (figure

16) present two statistically significant peaks which merge in
24 seconds to become a very broad, smooth spectrum.
effect is seen in spectra Al and A2 (figure 21).

The same

Consequently,

the multiple peaked spectra seen near the bow shock, previous¬
ly noted as type 3, may be the source of the enhanced high
energy tail seen in other parts of the sheath after the shock-
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generated high energy particles have been swept up by the bulk
flow of deviated solar wind.

Their change in direction will

almost certainly involve a thermalization, which will account
for a multiple-peaked spectrum melting into a broad, smooth
one.

F. BOW SHOCK CROSSINGS
Data period D of May (figure 15) illustrates a medium
time scale (~15 minutes) large variation in the data, which
is plotted in D1-D16 (figures 17, 18, 19).

Note that the data

given are not continuous between D6 and D7 and between D9 and
DIO.

Immediately before the sudden decrease in intensity

(D4, D5) of three orders of magnitude, high energy peaks occur
(Dl, D2, D3) along with the main spectrum.

For five minutes

after the decrease, no energy spectra appear above the back¬
ground counting rate.
emerges.

Then a 750 ev peak (D7, figure 18)

Within another five minutes, this peak begins to

grow (D14, D15) into the basic magnetosheath spectrum.

Quite

probably it is a crossing of the bow shock wave, since outside
the sheath the solar wind flow is at too great an angle with
respect to the instrument to be observed, due to the narrow
angular response function of the detector.
Multiple shock crossings are quite common in the edges of
the sheath.

However other discontinuities may exist inside

the shock front which might alter the flow direction, etc.
One example of a definite shock crossing is given from data
period B of June (figure 20).

This is definitely a shock front

crossing since the SIDE recorded data outside the sheath for
about two hours before the shock wave moved back across the
moon.

In data period B, inside the sheath again, the basic
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magneotsheath spectrum is observed (Bl of figure 21) which is
easily recognized since it is slower and more thermalized than
the solar wind.

Although its development is not shown, this

shock crossing is quite similar to the last example, in which
the basic spectrum builds and then a slight decrease occurs,
accompanied by higher energy peaks.

G. DIRECTION OF DETECTOR
During the passage of the moon through the magnetosheath,
the look direction of the SIDE (figure 22) rotates by almost
30° with respect to the theoretical solar wind direction 4°
west of the sun.

The rotation is not nearly so great (about

8°) with respect to the laminar flow direction of deviated
solar wind inside the sheath, which slowly changes from being
parallel to the magnetopause to being parallel to the shock
front.

The change in direction of the SIDE for six months is

shown in figure 22 drawn on an average boundary configuration
from Explorer 33 data.

The large variations in the boundaries

from one month to another and the frequent deviation in direc¬
tion of solar wind flow make it impossible to know the exact
angle of the detector with the laminar flow direction or with
the solar wind.

In the hypothetical sheath, there is a grad¬

ual variation of the look direction of SIDE in the same loca¬
tion from month to month, because of the lunar orbit effects.
The angle of the SIDE with respect to the boundaries varies
considerably from February to July.

This is important when

considering the very narrow (6°) look angle of the detector.
The SIDE looks 6° further from the boundary in July than in
February at the magnetopause and 11° further from the bound¬
ary at the bow shock.
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For a constant flux of particles, the slow rotation of
the SIDE look angle, with respect to the flow direction, would
cause a modulation of the counting rate due to the angular
response function of the detector.

This modulation will ex¬

plain a gradual change in the intensity of SIDE spectra during
a magnetosheath crossing.

H. CORRELATION WITH SOLAR AND GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY
All 6 months of SIDE magnetosheath data analyzed here are
presented in figure 23 with three indications of the state of
the terrestrial and interplanetary environments.

The occur-

ance of solar flares (SF) on the surface of the sun are denoted
by a single arrow, but their effect at the magnetosheath would
be expected a day or so later.

Sudden commencements (SC) of

geomagnetic storms at the earth's surface are denoted by a
double arrow.
before the SC.

We might expect a magnetosheath effect slightly
A record of these two types of events is not

sufficient to describe the general state of the magnetosphere.
Therefore the 3-hour K index as well as the SC occurances are
P
recorded at the earth1s surface and may not be a close indica¬
tion of activity in the magnetosheath as seen by the SIDE data.
According to the three indicators, May is apparently the
most quiet month observed, with no special events and a contin¬
uously low Kp index.

Corresponding to this magnetic data, the

SIDE data showed the bow shock wave to be extended as might be
expected.

Using the

index, March and June both appear to

be magnetically quiet sheath crossings since the magnetic activ¬
ity in March appears to be responsible for the observed compres¬
sion of the sheath.
April is a slightly disturbed period throughout the mag-
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netosheath crossing due to several solar flares prior to the
22nd, none of which triggered geomagnetic storms.

The most

obvious special feature of the April SIDE data (figure 13) is
the multiple-peaked spectra throughout, which may be related
to the level of magnetic activity.
February has two solar flare related sudden commencements.
Notice, however, that the

index was only disturbed briefly.

The data during the look period immediately following the sec¬
ond SC was apparently not changed based on the April and July
disturbed sheath data.

The time period between the SC and the

data segment will be some handle on the relaxation time of a
disturbed sheath.

The July sheath is disturbed by two sudden

commencements occurring in the middle of the sheath crossing.
Notice the extreme compression of the sheath compared to the
extended shock region in the May and June crossing.

The July

sheath is of special interest because it remains disturbed
through the remainder of the data.

The details of this data

as well as the techniques of data reduction are discussed in
the next chapter.
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IV.

JULY 1970

A new method of display will be added in the treatment
of the July magnetosheath data, along with the magnetosheath
crossing diagram and related energy spectra plots.

The special

emphasis of this chapter is two-fold: 1) it presents a more
detailed analysis of SIDE data than in Chapter III, and 2) it
treats the special case of a magnetic storm occurring during
a SIDE magnetosheath crossing.

The results of this chapter

include insight into the nature of high time resolution fluc¬
tuations in the sheath (one spectrum = 24 seconds), and obser¬
vations of special features of a disturbed sheath.

These fea¬

tures include three intensity variations near the magnetopause
which may be attributed either to multiple boundary crossings
or to hydromagnetic waves inside the boundary.

A second entry

into the sheath is observed in detail in the next data segment.
A sudden energy increase prior to the storm may be an inter¬
planetary velocity discontinuity which is transmitted across
the shock front.

Finally, a very drastic change in the energy

spectrum is observed after the sudden commencement.

A. MAGNETIC STORM
Five magnetic recording stations associated with the ESSA
data center reported a sudden commencement of a world-wide storm
around 0730 UT on July 21, 1970 (figure 23).

An earlier sudden

commencement is less important and is only reported by one sta¬
tion.

A magnetogram of the entire storm is shown in figure 24

along with the times for which SIDE data are available.

Only

the very first data segment shown is taken during a magnetically
quiet time.

The storm lasted at least two more days, so that
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the remainder of the moon's magnetosheath crossing was influ¬
enced by the magnetic activity.

The four data periods of

figure 24 correspond to B, C, D and E of figure 25.

B. DATA DISPLAY
Each of the lettered segments in figure 25 is plotted in
its entirety in a differential energy spectrum (dJ/dE in each
energy channel) versus time plot (figures 26, 28 and 30).

The

energy channels are plotted separately so each energy spectrum
is displayed vertically, and the development of a single channel
is given horizontally.

The length of the line gives the flux

in particles/cm^*sec*ster*ev in a single energy channel.

The

integral flux, obtained by numerical integration of the dif¬
ferential energy spectra, is plotted directly below the dif¬
ferential energy plot on the same time scale to show the com¬
posite character of the flux.

This three variable (energy,

differential flux, and time) plot has the ability to organize
a tremendous amount of data in a very compressed manner with¬
out averaging or sampling.
An estimated background has been subtracted from the data.
This estimate is a simple average of the counting rates for
zero plate voltage both before and after a SIDE cycle.

After

the subtraction, all zeros and negative numbers are omitted
from the plot.

Since the length of lines indicates intensity,

the peaks in the spectra are displayed to some extent by the
optical density of lines in the plot.

However, secondary high

energy peaks are much more difficult to follow than the rela¬
tively stable high-intensity main peak.

Individual differen¬

tial energy spectra, displayed vertically, emphasize the de¬
tailed structure of spectra on a short time basis.

One advan-
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tage of the three variable plot (figures 26, 28, and 30),
compared to the log-log energy spectra plots, is that the
energy is linear after the 250 ev channel.

The width of the

spectra can be directly compared in different parts of the
energy range.
It is desireable to remove all the noise-level fluctua¬
tions from this graph in order to strengthen the display of
the significant data.

Assuming a Poisson distribution for

the background counting rate, one

CT

of this is blocked out of

view on the diagram (figures 28 and 30).

Instead of a precise¬

ly calculated value of a for the background at each point, a
rough estimate of o = 10 counts has been made.

This is a good

value since the background varies at most between 50 and 150
counts.

The base lines of all energy channels will not be

the same, but the energy peaks are more obvious in this dis¬
play.

For comparison, this blocking technique is not used

in figure 26.
tail.

Most of the data in this figure is from the

For the most part, no significant fluxes are seen above

the noise level of the background.

Spectrum A6 as plotted in

figure 27 shows a typical noise level spectrum.

The second

half of figure 26 (outside the magnetosheath) would be blank
if the blocking technique of subtracting a 10 count level had
been used.

This shows the importance of removing the noise

in order to study the peaks in the other figures.

C. MAGNETOPAUSE
Individual differential energy spectra were plotted to
illustrate important features of the data.

Segment A of fig¬

ure 25, plotted in detail in figure 26, shows at least two
brief decreases in the intensity before the counting rates
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remain at a background level, indicating that the instrument
is outside the sheath.

The sheath crossing is seen in the

middle of figure 26 at the third depression of the integral
flux.

The first intensity decrease (A1-A5 in figure 26) is

seen in detail in figure 27.

Only every third or fourth spec¬

trum is shown to give the general character of the data.
70 ev to 250 ev peak disappears first.

The

Then in approximately

three minutes, the original spectrum emerges (A5).

Such a

brief fluctuation could be due to a hydromagnetic wave near
the boundary which momentarily alters the direction of flow.
Apparently the magnetosheath is moving out before the storm
begins, since the SIDE crosses the magnetopause and again enters
the sheath in segment B eight hours later.
Spectrum A6 (figure 27) was chosen from figure 26 to show
data outside the sheath.

Approximately the second half of

figure 26 is data from the magnetotail.

No stable spectrum

is present; instead there appears to be a noisy background
level across all channels.

The fluxes in the SIDE look dir¬

ection remain below the sensitivity of the SIDE for the re¬
mainder of data segment A.

The same condition is seen in the

beginning of segment B (figure 28).

The initial high flux,

which decays rapidly, is merely an instrumental effect and is
always seen when the instrument is turned from stand-by to
full-operation during the lunar day.

After the decay of this

instrumentally generated counting rate, the data is the same
as spectrum A6 until the sudden onset of the sheath, shown in
detail in Bl to B6 (figure 29).

Fluctuations almost at the

noise level of the background (B3) grow into the basic sheath
spectrum (B4-B6).

Notice in figure 28 that a slight increase

of flux in the 250 ev channel occurs during the prelude several
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minutes before the actual sheath spectra appear.

The stable

250 ev peaked spectra (B6) remain throughout data segment B.
8
9
The integral flux remains at a stable level of 10 to 10
2

particles-cm *ster*sec.

Notice that the general trends in the

integral flux may be found in the separate energy channels
also, i.e. a decrease in the peak energy channel will show a
simultaneous decrease in the integral flux.

D. ENERGY TRANSITIONS
The second data period in figure 24 (segment C, figure
25), shows a high level of integral flux in figure 30.

The

most interesting event in this segment is the increase in the
peak energy from 500 ev to 750 ev.

Spectra Cl to C6 from fig¬

ure 30 are plotted in figure 31 to illustrate the change in
the energy peak.

Notice that secondary peaks of higher ener¬

gies (C3,C4) accompany this energy change in the spectrum,
just as they accompany many sudden intensity changes (p. 19).
This anomaly is perhaps a velocity discontinuity in the inter¬
planetary solar wind which is transmitted across the shock
front.
The new spectrum (C6) is quite stable for the remainder
of the data segment.

Spectra C7 and C8 (figure 32) show that

the last spectra of this segment are still quite similar to
spectrum C6.

They are specifically plotted in figure 32 for

comparison with the first spectra in segment D, which were
chosen to avoid the instrumental effects of turning the SIDE
to full operation.

In both figures 30 and 32 it is obvious

that spectra in the D segment are unlike those in any other
part of the sheath seen on any other crossing.
is approximately 1750 ev.

The peak energy

The extremely broad spectrum indi-
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cated by the large stable fluxes across 13 of the energy chan¬
nels (figure 30) is revealed as a double-peak spectrum in fig¬
ure 32.

The integral flux is unusually stable in segment D

compared to other segments, e.g. segment B (figure 28).

The

rapid oscillations return in data segment E, but the character
of the spectra remains except for the addition of higher and
lower energy peaks.

Selected spectra (figure 33) illustrate

the data from segment E.

Ten hours after this segment, no more

spectra were observed above the sensitivity level of the SIDE.
It is conceivable, however, that the shock crossing occurred
before segment D rather than after E.

The look direction of

the SIDE (figure 22) was such that at 3.80 radians (during
segment D) the SIDE could detect free flowing solar wind were
it not for the shock front.

Direct solar wind would account

for the very high energies in segment D.

The decrease in

intensity in the next segment might then be attributed to the
rotation of the SIDE look direction with respect to the solar
wind direction rather than the deviated solar wind direction
as before.

Consequently, the angular configuration is such

that the solar fluxes leave the view angle of the SIDE much
more rapidly than when the shock front distorts their direc¬
tion of flow.

If, however, the shock front does not pass until

after segment E, the high energy fluxes of segment D could be
very energetic solar wind which passes through the shock with
very little deviation.
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V.

DISCUSSION

The two previous chapters have presented SIDE magnetosheath data in an effort to contribute to the understanding
of sheath structure.

This chapter will review the basic

features of the magnetosheath observations and discuss them
using the present state of knowledge of the sheath presented
in Chapter I.

A. RESULTS
1. The basic magnetosheath spectrum (A, figure 10), resem¬
bling a Maxwellian distribution, is seen throughout the sheath.
It is modulated by the angular response function of the detec¬
tor as the angle of the detector, with respect to the expected
sheath flow direction, varies across the sheath.

These basic

spectra may be explained as solar wind spectra which are
deviated and thermalized after having passed through the bow
shock.
2. The observed magnetosheath spectra are not the expected
Maxwellian spectra, but they have an excess of particles at
high energies.

These particles may be diffuse enough in energy

to be termed a high energy "tail", or they may be definite
energy peaks.
a. Near the boundary crossing, higher energy peaks
(1 kev to 3 kev) are associated with the magnetopause and
with disturbances in the sheath as well as with the bow
shock.

However, they are probably the result of either

the acceleration of solar wind protons by a wave-particle
coupling in the shock, or the higher energy particles pas¬
sing through the shock without being deviated in the same
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way as low energy particles.

Near the shock front, the

high energy particles seem to be in a direction other than
that of the bulk flow.
b. High energy particles are detected at sudden intensity
fluctuations, which are best described as kinks in the
flow.

Probably a wave or some type of field disturbance

causes the direction of flow to be changed temporarily.
Higher energies are best seen during such a disturbance,
either because it is associated with their generation
mechanism in the shock, or because the flux tube of parti¬
cles is waved past the detector so that new angles of flow
are observed momentarily.

Perhaps the latter is the best

explanation since the high energy peaks are observed over
several long periods of otherwise stable spectra where an
angular effect would be the best explanation.
c. The April sheath shows that there is some relationship
between higher energy peaks and a magnetically disturbed
sheath.

They may be the result of excessive turbulence

in the disturbed sheath in the form of waves and insta¬
bilities or they may result from having a new incident
angle of solar wind on the shock front.
3. The sharp transitions (B, figures 11 and B1-B5, figure 12)
in the SIDE data are so reproducible on various sheath cros¬
sings that they appear to be a permanent feature of the sheath.
They seem to involve a compressed high density region in the
center of the sheath.

However, a sudden change in solar wind

direction would also account for the transition.

Only a more

thorough study of the SIDE data will strengthen the evidence
for or against a high density region in the sheath.
4. Two types of magnetopause crossings are observed in the
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/

SIDE data.

It is desireable to be able to relate these to the

two types of crossings observed in magnetometer data (Sonnerup
and Cahill, 1967).

Although the magnetopause is generally

described as a tangential discontinuity, under certain con¬
ditions it is observed to be a rotational discontinuity.
These two types of discontinuities can be distinguished by
measuring the normal component of the field at the boundary.
A tangential discontinuity has no normal component of the
field, whereas a normal component of several gamma may be
observed at a rotational discontinuity.

Sonnerup and Cahill

relate the rotational discontinuity to the storm time mag¬
netopause.

The April magnetopause crossing (figures 13 and 14)

occurred during a magnetically disturbed period, and its
structure was unlike any other magnetopause crossing observed.
For almost an hour, there was a very gradual transition from
the low energy tail spectra into the 250 ev sheath spectrum.
All other crossings (e.g. figure 11) have occurred in less
than the time resolution of the instrument, i.e. one cycle is
at background level and the next is a magnetosheath spectrum.
It seems reasonable to conclude that these sudden crossings
are associated with tangential discontinuities and the gradual
April crossing with a rotational discontinuity.
5. Hydromagnetic waves inside the shock front could have
the effect of locally distorting the flow direction for a few
minutes, preventing sheath ions from being observed by the
SIDE.

Sharp fluctuations near the bow shock such as in D of

figure 15 may be a hydromagnetic wave or a shock crossing.
Both are capable of moving the flux from the view of the
detector.

Similar fluctuations near the magnetopause seen in

figure 26 can be either hydromagnetic waves or magnetopause
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crossings.

Magnetometer data would be of tremendous value in

interpreting the plasma data by resolving this ambiguity.
6. A study of the SIDE data in comparison with geomagnetic
activity (figure 23) showed a strong correlation of the two.
For example, the SIDE shows that the sheath responded to the
magnetic activity (increase in K

index) on the 27th of March

by a compression of the bow shock, etc.

One of the most

interesting passages, July 1970, experienced two sudden com¬
mencements and a major magnetic storm after the SIDE was in
the sheath.

Detailed plots of this data were given in

Chapter IV.
The main phase of the storm occurs between SIDE data
segments C and D (figure 24).

An extremely energetic spectrum

is characteristic of segment D.

The energy is comparable to

that of free flowing solar wind, but the extreme width of the
spectra seems to indicate thermalization.

This effect is the

strongest argument for the instrument to be inside the sheath.
However, the stability of the integral flux during this segment
is contrary to the turbulence and instabilities that might be
expected in the sheath.

The last data segment shows that the

very energetic flux remains.

Multiple peaks near the bow

shock are also an important magnetosheath characteristic seen
in segment E.

Consequently, most of the data indicates that

the shock crossing occurs after segment E.
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Suggested for Further Study
One main limitation of this experiment is its fixed look
direction.

Calculations of plasma parameters have been impos¬

sible because the bulk flow direction of the plasma could not
be determined.

However, Apollo XIV and XV are at angles of

36° and 57°, respectively with respect to the Apollo XII
instrument.

For times when all three are in view of the

magnetosheath plasma, they will provide three data points on
an angular distribution spectrum.

It will be of considerable

interest to see in what way the energy spectrum is dependent
on the look angle.
A very helpful study would be the calculation of theo¬
retical magnetosheath crossing data for the SIDE, using the
Spreiter and Alksne theory of the sheath and the angular
response function of the SIDE.

A comparison of the theoreti¬

cal data with the actual data might be expected to either lend
strength to the theory by consistency or to point out anomalies
in the sheath.

For a given location of the instrument in the

sheath, the direction of laminar flow can be calculated from
the theory with an assumption of the gross position of the
sheath (from boundary crossings).

Then the angle between the

detector and the expected flow direction can be applied to
the angular response function of the detector to give an
expected counting rate for such a situation.

The temperature

of the distribution function and the increase in density
across the sheath are two important factors to work into the
calculations.

This study would hopefully answer such questions

as whether or not there is a confined high density region in
the sheath, as suggested by the transitions (see p. 19).
Besides the information about the angular distribution,
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Apollo XIV andXV data may provide at least one complete mag¬
netosheath crossing, which will be of tremendous value in
clarifying the present research.
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VI.

SUMMARY

Even though it is a very thrilling experience to stand
on the Space Science balcony and observe a majestic rain
storm, it is a very difficult event to describe.

Should one

count the number and extent of sheets of water racing down
the street or plot their tortuous paths in the wind?

Could

the quantity of cool fresh water possibly be measured before
it is lapped up into the dry Houston soil?

Is it possible to

fathom the source of such torrents by following their angle
of incidence and changes in flow direction?

To one who has

never been outside the lab, how could we who stand on the
balcony interpret this strange and wonderful phenomenon?
Perhaps the small impact of a single rain drop falling from
the eves of the building will be a very impressive piece of
data.

But regardless of how we reduce our data and describe

this happening, we have an insatiable desire to try to com¬
municate our experience.
Instead of eyes and ears, we have a little white box
with curved plates and channeltrons which stands on the surface
of the moon in the midst of a flamboyant display of nature.
Once each month the moon passes through the magnetosheath,
which is a spray of particles rushing past our terrestrial
environment.

In this thesis we have attempted to describe

our experience from the moon.

We have often been excited

about a single energy spectrum, but we have tried to cate¬
gorize and classify events into an intelligible form and relate
them to the work of others who have seen the same thing.

Most

of all we are grateful for having the privilege of seeing
through new eyes and ears and trying to communicate what we
see.
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VII.

APPENDIX

Flux Calculations
The TID is used to determine incident particle fluxes
in the lunar atmosphere or in the magnetosphere, in units of
particles/cm^•sec-ster, i.e. the number of particles that
would impinge upon a unit area (one sq. cm.) in one second
having incident directions within a cone of one steradian
solid angle.

The instrument records a counting rate per SIDE

frame which is related to the incident flux (J) by:
N(counts/sec) = G(E) J(particles/cm^-sec-ster)

(1)

where G(E) is the geometric factor, and SIDE frames are con¬
verted to seconds.

Ideally, this expression holds for only

one energy step since G(E) is energy dependent.

However, in

the present data analysis, the functional dependence is assumed
to be constant (i.e. the geometric factor is the same for
each energy channel).

Since the width of the energy channels

varies from 1 ev to 350 ev, we cannot compare the fluxes
calculated by the above equation from different energy channels
The more meaningful quantity, then, is differential flux (flux
per unit energy) or dj/dE (particles/cm^•sec*ster*ev) where:
J =

dj/dEi R(Ei) dE±

(2)

where R(E^) is the response of the detector in one energy
channel to various energies, measured by sweeping a monoenergetic beam across the energy range of a channel (figure 35)
We begin a calculation of differential flux by a calibra¬
tion of the instrument to determine the geometric factor:
G(E) = A(E) n(E) e(E), where A is an area in sq. cm., fi is an
angle in steradians, and e is the efficiency of the channeltron
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in units of counts/particle.

To calculate G(E) we must measure

the transmission function R(9, §, E).

This function is the

normalized response of the instrument to a monoenergetic,
parallel beam at various angles of rotation about two orthog¬
onal axes and at various energy steps.

A sphere-like grid

with increments in 0 and $ is used to conceptualize the data
in three dimensional space for a single energy channel.

The

value Q(E) = J'J'dQdf R(0,§,E) is approximated in the present
calculation by a "box function" in polar coordinates.

The

value Q = .0086 ster was determined by using a 3° cone in
0 and $ coordinates as the approximate boundary for R(0,§) =
.5, which is comparable to the use of a full-width-at-halfmaximum approximation.

A was determined by measuring the phys¬

ical aperature which is 3mm by 8mm (A = .24 cm^).

The effi¬

ciency of the instrument is ~3 x 10^-7 counts/ampere or 4.8 x
10”2 counts/charge.

The product of these three quantities

gives G = ~1 x 10“^ cm^.ster•counts/particle.

Putting this

value into the equation, any counting rate may be converted
to a flux.

Then the response function for each energy

channel must be measured by varying the energy of the incident
beam for the instrument in a single energy channel mode.
Rather than using a functional form, a full-width-at-halfmaximum was used again to construct a box-function approxi¬
mation (figure 35).

The width of this box, or the pass band,

is on the average 10% of the nominal energy for all of the
energy steps.

Consequently, the second equation simplifies

so that the integral flux (J), calculated above (equation 1),
divided by the energy pass band gives a differential flux.
This treatment assumes that the energy distribution function
of the incident particles in the real world is much greater
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than the transmission function (energy pass band) of the
instrument.

INSTRUMENTAL PROBLEM STUDIES
Possible sources of erroneous data include: (1) the
acceptance of high energy electrons into the detector,
(2) the entrance of U.V. into the detector, and (3) degrada¬
tion of the Bendix channeltron.

All three of these possibil¬

ities have been firmly rejected.

In April 1969, a test was

performed in the calibration lab which disproved the first
two.

An electron beam of 2.1 x 10® elec/cm^-sec at 25 kev

yielded no significant counts at various grid points in 0 and
§.

The ion flight tunnel is platinum blacked to exclude U.V.

A U.V. beam of 10 suns Lyman alpha tested in the same pattern
as the electron beam showed no effect on the counting rates.
The expected lifetime curve for the channeltron received
from Bendix (figure 36) shows that a decrease in electron
gain may occur around 10^ counts.

For normal operation,

g

10

counts are necessary to achieve the stable electron gain

desired.

During the calibration a total of 3 x 10

were accumulated.

8

counts

The first four months of cycled operation
g

on the moon added ~2 x 10

counts.

An upper limit on the

total counts to be accumulated by the end of the second year
9
is 2 x 10 counts, which suggests a stable electron gain.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - Observations of the magnetopause and the bow shock
by Explorer 33, giving average locations of the boundaries,
from Behannon, 1968.
Figure 2 - Theoretical calculations of contours of density,
velocity, and temperature in the magnetosheath, from Spreiter
et al., 1966.
Figure 3 - Particle and field parameters are given as a func¬
tion of time in UT for the Pioneer 6 magnetosheath traversal
of 16 December 1965, from Wolfe et al., 1968.
Figure 4 - Energy spectra and angular spectra plotted to illus¬
trate plasma changes across the bow shock show that bulk vel¬
ocity decreases, "temperature" increases, and velocities become
more isotropic, from Brandt, 1970, courtesy J. T. Gosling,
J. R. Asbridge, S. J. Bame, and I. B. Strong.
Figure 5 - Magnetic fields in the magnetosheath calculated for
various configurations of the interplanetary field, from Spreiter
et al., 1969.
Figure 6 - A flow diagram for the Suprathermal Ion Detector
Experiment (also LID) showing the two curved plate analyzers
and the channeltron detectors.
Figure 7 - The look direction of the SIDE for various locations
in the lunar orbit.

Note that the detector looks in the parti¬

cle flow direction (i.e. up the magnetosheath) in the dawn
sheath.
Figure 8 - The location of SIDE data for the first six months
of magnetosheath observations.

The classification of types of

spectra is based on energy and intensity and is used to structure
the data.

Q indicates that background counting rates are ob-
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served throughout the data segment.
Figures 9, 11, 13, 15, 20, 25 - Magnetosheath crossing diagrams.
Maximum and minimum counting rates are plotted for each SIDE
period (30 spectra) during the magnetosheath crossing.

Counting

rates are plotted only for the dominant peak where multiple
energy peaks occur.

Typical energy spectra are sketched above

each data segment.
Figure 10 - Special differential energy spectra from February.
Background is plotted with a one a error bar.

Spectra A, B and

C illustrate spectral types 1, 2 and 3 of figure 8.

A one a

deviation for the data points is at most the width of the line
connecting those points.
Figure 12 - Differential energy spectra from March illustrating
types of transitions from low to high fluxes, etc.
Figure 14 - Differential energy spectra from April illustrating
the gradual onset of the magnetosheath.
Figure 16 - Differential energy spectra from May selected to
illustrate the behavior of multiple energy peaks.
Figures 17, 18, 19 - Differential energy spectra from a bow
shock crossing in May.
Figure 21 - Differential energy spectra from June showing char¬
acteristics of an enhanced high energy tail.
Figure 22 - The detector look direction in the dawn magneto¬
sheath for February and July illustrate the change in direc¬
tion over six months.

Boundaries shown are from averages of

Explorer 33 data (Behannon, 1968).
Figure 23 - The location of SIDE data in solar ecliptic coordi¬
nates.
The K

The spectral classification is the same as in figure 8.
geomagnetic activity index is plotted above the data

with the days of the month interspersed.

Solar flares and
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sudden commencements reported by the ESSA prompt reports are
plotted with the data.
Figure 24 - Fiirstenfeldbruck magnetogram of the July 21-23,
1970 magnetic storm and the periods for which SIDE data is
available.
Figures 26, 28, 30 - Differential energy fluxes in separate
energy channels plotted in conjunction with the integral flux
for selected segments of the July magnetosheath crossing.
Figure 27 - Differential energy spectra from July illustrating
a sharp fluctuation in intensity near the magnetopause.

An

example of absence of significant fluxes is seen in spectrum
A6, which is representative of data taken outside the sheath,
where the counting rates are at background noise level.
Figure 29 - Differential energy spectra from July presenting
a magnetopause crossing.
Figures 31, 32, 33 - Differential energy spectra from July
illustrating effects of the magnetic storm.
Figure 34 - A bi-Maxwellian fit to a magnetosheath energy
spectrum observed by Pioneer 6, from Howe, 1970.
Figure 35 - The response of a single energy channel mode of
the detector to a range of energies near its nominal value.
Figure 36 - The lifetime of a channel electron multiplier
operating in a pulse saturated mode in terms of total accum¬
ulated counts, from Schmidt, 1969.
Figure 37 - A differential energy spectrum (C6) repeated from
figure 10, but with a one a error bar on each data point in the
spectrum.

These bars will reduce to the width of the connec¬

ting line in all the other small plots.
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